




3  0024 – Pithead Heights 

Selection of Photos for Supporting Statement 
 

 

 
Typical arrangement of bins 
overspilling onto footpath 
 

 

 
Typical arrangement of bins sitting 
atop open space (without consent) 

 

 
Typical arrangement of bins placed 
informally on open space (without 
consent) 
 

 

 
Typical arrangement of bins placed 
informally on open space (without 
consent) and overspilling onto 
footpath 
 

 

 
Typical arrangement of bins placed 
informally on open space (without 
consent) and overspilling onto 
footpath 
 

 

 
Properly and neatly placed bins on a 
hardstanding area, typical of what 
has been provided for the joint 
applicants 
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App No. 23/00864/P  Application registered on   28th August 2023 
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DECISION TYPE:   Application Refused 

 

 

REPORT OF HANDLING 

 

PROPOSAL 

 

This application relates 2 small areas of formerly landscaped open space adjacent to the rear 

gardens of the properties of 17 and 29 Pithead Heights. They are located within a 

predominately residential area as defined by Policy RCA1 of the adopted East Lothian Local 

Development Plan 2018. 

 

The 2 areas of landscaped openspace are between the fences enclosing the rear gardens of the 

houses and the adjacent access road for the development.  The two areas were formerly part of 

the landscaping of part of a wider landscape and drainage area of the whole development site.   

                    

Planning permission is sought retrospectively for:  

 

(i) the change of use of the 2 areas of landscaped public open space to be incorporated as 

additional garden ground for those properties on which to store bins; and 

(ii) the erection of a timber clad bin store onto each of the areas of openspace. 

 

Proposal Change of use of public open space to 

domestic garden ground (Retrospective)  
SDELL Y 

 

Location 

 

17 And 29 Pithead Heights 

Dolphingstone 

Prestonpans 

East Lothian 

EH32 9FW 

  

CDEL N 

 

Bad Neighbour 

Development 

 

N 

APPLICANT: Miss Susan Ralston Is this application to be approved as a 

departure from structure/local plan? N 

 

  

29 Pithead Heights 

Prestonpans 

EH32 9FW 

 



The bin store adjacent to 17 Pithead Heights measures some 1.4-metre in height, 1.8m in length 

and 0.8m in depth. The bin store adjacent to 29 Pithead Heights, measures some 1.5m in height, 

1.6m in length and 0.8m in depth. It has a green roof. 

 

DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

 

Section 25 of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 requires that the application 

be determined in accordance with the development plan unless material considerations indicate 

otherwise. 

 

The development plan is the approved National Planning Framework 4 (NPF4) which was 

adopted by The Scottish Government on the 13th February 2023 and the adopted East Lothian 

Local Development Plan 2018. 

  

The relevant policy contained within NPF4 consist of policy 14 (Design, Quality and Place). 

Policies OS2 (Change of use to Garden Ground) and DP2 (Design) of the ELLDP are relevant 

to the determination of the application. 

 

REPRESENTATIONS 

 

A single objection has been received in relation to this application. The main grounds of 

objection are: 

 

• Communal/shared open space with landscape planting throughout. 

• Cost of maintenance is paid by all residents through a factor. 

• Units are not visually attractive and takes away from the appearance of the street. 

• Allowing people to erect will set an unwanted precedent for the street with already a number 

of unauthorised erections and changes of uses and combined would look awful. 

• Removal of plans and shrubs. 

• Do not understand how anyone can extend garden using land they do not own. 

• A small number of houses were consulted, whereas all houses on the estate should be 

consulted. 

 

All planning matters are assessed within the assessment of this application, non-planning 

matters are addressed where applicable below. 

 

In terms of the cost/money paid to factor to maintain, this is not a planning matter and is not a 

material consideration in the determination of this planning application.  

 

Land ownership is not a planning matter and thus, not considered as part of this application.  

 

In relation to the above representation relating to consultations to neighbours, East Lothian 

Council as Planning Authority only consult neighbours within a 20m radius of the application 

site, in this case of both sites.  

 

PLANNING ASSESSMENT 

 

The change of use of the areas of landscaped open space and the erection of the bin stores does 

not harm the residential amenity of any neighbouring residential properties. 

 



Policy OS2 of the adopted East Lothian Local Development Plan states that the change of use 

of open space to garden ground will be supported if it would not result in unacceptable loss of 

visual or recreational amenity or harm the integrity of a landscaping scheme, or set a precedent 

that if followed would do so.  

 

The change of use of the areas of landscaped open space has been to facilitate the formation of 

hardsurfaced bin stores on those areas of land. Whilst the existing timber fence and gate 

between the areas of landscaped open space and the rear garden of the applicant's house have 

been retained, those areas are used to store the bins as alternatives to the bins being stored 

within the rear gardens of the applicant’s properties.   

 

The applicant’s properties and the small areas of landscaping comprising the application site 

are part of a recently built housing development.  The landscaped areas of openspace are part of 

the wider landscaping across the development and form part of the drainage of the wider 

development site. These areas of landscaped open space were provided to soften the impact of, 

and therefore to enhance, the visual amenity of the development. The change of use of the 

small areas of open space and the formation of hardsurfaced bin stores on them, individually 

and cumulatively undermines the integrity of the scheme of landscaping implemented within 

the development and harms the character and the visual amenity of the larger residential 

development. By being located outwith the gardens of the properties the formation of the bin 

storage areas and the erection of bin stores on them is inappropriate to their setting. They are 

therefore harmful to the character and visual amenity of this part of the residential area and 

would if approved set a harmful precedent that would result in visual harm that would further 

harm the integrity of the landscaped open space.   

 

The change of use of the landscaped areas of open space and the retention of the bin stores on 

them by being harmful to the character and visual amenity of this part of the residential area are 

contrary to Policy 14 of the NPF4 and Policies OS2 and DP2 of the adopted East Lothian Local 

Development Plan 2018. 

 

It is noted that there are other areas of landscaped openspace that have undergone an 

unauthorised change of use and have erected a bin store of similar on them, or have removed 

the intended landscaping and placed slab work down to place bins on them.  No planning 

application for these other areas at Pit Head heights has been received and therefore these 

remain unauthorised and do not form a precedent or material consideration relevant to the 

determination of this planning application.  

 

The proposals do not accord with the development plan and there are no material 

considerations that outweigh their discordance with the development plan. 

 

The change of use and erection of bin stores and their associated base at 17 and 29 Pithead 

Heights are unauthorised and a breach of planning control. The timber bin stores and associated 

slab base shall be removed and the area returned to its former landscaped form within 2 months 

of the date of this decision. Should this action not be taken then enforcement action will be 

taken to secure their removal with the period for compliance with the enforcement notice being 

2 months. 

 

 

REASON FOR REFUSAL: 



 1 The loss of the area of landscaped open space and the erection of the bin stores is 

harmful to the character, appearance and visual amenity of this part of the residential 

area and would if approved set a harmful precedent that would result in visual harm that 

would further harm the integrity of the landscaped amenity open space. For this reason 

the change of use of the area, bin store and slab base are contrary to Policy 14 of  NPF4 

and Policies OS2 and DP2 of the adopted East Lothian Local Development Plan 2018. 

 

 

LETTERS FROM  

 

   

  

 

  

  

  

     

  

                                            

                        

                         

 

10th October 2023 
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